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Abstract

What are the testable implications of the Bayesian rationality hypothesis? This paper
argues that the absolute continuity of posteriors with respect to priors constitutes the
entirety of the empirical content of this hypothesis. I consider a decision-maker who
chooses a sequence of actions and an econometrician who observes the decision-
maker’s actions, but not her signals. The econometrician is interested in testing the
hypothesis that the decision-maker follows Bayes’ rule to update her belief. I show that
without a priori knowledge of the set of models considered by the decision-maker, there
are almost no observations that would lead the econometrician to conclude that the
decision-maker is not Bayesian. The absolute continuity of posteriors with respect to
priors remains the only implication of Bayesian rationality, even if the set of actions is
sufficiently rich that the decision-maker’s actions fully reveal her beliefs, and even if the
econometrician observes a large number of ex ante identical agents who observe i.i.d.
signals and face the same sequence of decision problems.
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1 Introduction

Following the treatise of Savage (1972), the subjective (or Bayesian) theory of probability
has become the dominant paradigm in themodeling of decision-making under uncertainty.
The dominance of this paradigm in economics is not unwarranted. It allows one to assign
probabilities to unique (or rare) events. It has an elegant foundation in the study of rational
choice under uncertainty. And it is appealing from a normative point of view—as Epstein
and Le Breton (1993) proclaim, “dynamically consistent beliefs must be Bayesian.” What is
less clear is whether Bayesian rationality is a good positive model of individual behavior. To
settle this question requires one to develop formal tests of Bayesian rationality.

A class of tests commonly used in the literature are those based on the martingale prop-
erty of beliefs. A Bayesian agent’s belief sequence is amartingale given the agent’s own prior
belief. Conversely, any sequence of beliefs that constitutes a martingale given some proba-
bility distributionℙ can be rationalized as the belief sequence of a Bayesian agent with prior
ℙ. This equivalence of Bayesian rationality and the martingale property of beliefs has been
known by economists since at least Kamenica and Gentzkow (2009).1

But although a Bayesian agent’s beliefs constitute a martingale with respect to her sub-
jective belief, operationalizing the martingale test requires one to sample individuals whose
observations depend on an objective data-generating process (DGP). The martingale test is
thus a valid test of Bayesian rationality only if agents have objectively correct beliefs about
the DGP. Said differently, a group of agents could fail a martingale-based test of Bayesian ra-
tionality for one of two distinct reasons: (i) the agentsmay not be Bayesian, or (ii) their belief
about the distribution of the signals they observe may not coincide with the true, objective
DGP.

This paper’s main contribution is to characterize the empirical content of the theory of
Bayesian rationalitywithoutpredicating it on theapriori assumption that individuals’ beliefs
about the DGP are accurate. I consider an observer (or econometrician) who observes a se-
quence of decisionsmade by a decision-maker (DM). The econometrician (he) is wondering
whether the observation of any decision sequence would lead him to conclude, with some
certainty, that the decision-maker (she) is not Bayesian. The econometrician observes the
DM’s actions but does not know the full description of her probabilisticmodel of theworld—

1The necessity of the martingale property for Bayesian rationality is a trivial consequence of the law of
iteratedexpectation. To thebestofmyknowledge, KamenicaandGentzkow(2009) are thefirst in theeconomics
literature to formalize the sufficiency of the martingale property for Bayesian rationality. Brooks, Frankel, and
Kamenica (2021) show thatwhen the agent has access tomultiple information sources, beliefsmust also satisfy
Blackwell monotonicity, but not all beliefs that satisfy themartingale property and Blackwell monotonicity are
consistent with Bayesian rationality.
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including her belief about the DGP. He attempts to rationalize the sequence of decisions
made by the DM by constructing a probabilistic model for the DM and a true DGP, given
which the DM’s observed choices are consistent with Bayesian rationality. If he is unable to
do so, he rejects the DM’s Bayesian rationality. The paper’s main result is that the econo-
metrician can rationalize almost any sequence of decisions by the DM in the manner just
described.

One may object that two obstacles stand in the way of the econometrician’s rejecting of
the decision-maker’s Bayesian rationality. First, the mapping from the DM’s beliefs to her
actions may not be known to the econometrician or be invertible. So the econometrician
may not be able to identify the DM’s preferences and her beliefs separately. Second, any
seemingly irrational realization of the DM’s belief sequence may result from observations
by the DM that were unlikely ex ante.

I address these potential objections by giving the econometrician tools to overcome the
obstacles outlined in the previous paragraph. First, I assume that the mapping from the
DM’s beliefs to her actions is invertible and known to the econometrician. This assumption
allows the econometrician to identify the DM’s beliefs simply by observing her actions. I
additionally assume that the econometrician can directly observe the true, objective popu-
lation distribution of the DM’s belief sequence. This assumption represents the limit where
the econometrician has access to the belief sequence of a large sample of ex ante identical
decision-makers who observe independent signals drawn from a common distribution and
who face identical decision problems. The observation of the population distribution allows
the econometrician to overcome the second obstacle mentioned above.

The paper establishes that few observations would lead the econometrician to conclude
that the DM is not Bayesian—despite the unrealistically powerful tools at his disposal. The
only testable implicationof the theoryofBayesian rationality is theabsolute continuityof the
posterior with respect to the prior for any prior-posterior pair that is realized with positive
probability. The result holds evenwhen the DM’s prior belief about the payoff-relevant state
agreeswith its objective distribution, and it does not rely on the inapplicability of Bayes’ rule
after contingencies that were assigned zero probability by the DM’s prior.

The result characterizes the empirical content of the theory of Bayesian rationality—
absent additional a priori assumptions on an individual’s probabilistic model of the world.
It shows that, in isolation, Bayesian rationality has only weak testable predictions. This
finding suggests imposing assumptions on what constitutes a reasonable model as a way of
obtaining theories with more predictive power. Doing so leads to hybrid theories in which
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some aspects of individuals’ models conform to objective reasonableness requirements
while other dimensions of themodels are subjective.

I proceed by introducing two such a priori reasonableness assumptions, discussing the
contexts in which they are likely to be satisfied, and characterizing their testable implica-
tions in conjunction with the assumption of Bayesian rationality. One such reasonableness
assumption is that the DM’s belief about the DGP conforms to the objective truth. This as-
sumption is likely to be satisfied in lab experiments where the econometrician has complete
control over the DGP and can communicate its parameters to the experiment subjects. The
martingale property of belief sequences summarizes the empirical content of this theory.

The second reasonableness assumption is that a DM’s decisions fully reflect her belief
over the entire state space (and not a section of it). This assumption is likely to be satisfied
whenever the econometrician can (i) plausibly constrain the set of informative signals ob-
served by the decision-makers and (ii) elicit their beliefs about any event in their model of
the world, including their subjective beliefs about the DGP. I show that such a theory im-
poses sharp restrictions on the prior-posterior pairs consistent with Bayesian rationality. In
particular, the decision-maker’s prior belief fully pins down her attainable set of Bayesian
posteriors.

Related Literature. The paper most closely related to mine is by Shmaya and Yariv (2016),
who also study the testable implications of Bayesian rationality. However, the two papers
are different in their assumptions on the econometrician’s a priori knowledge and their con-
clusions. Shmaya and Yariv focus on experimental settings where the econometrician has
a priori knowledge of the decision-makers’ set of signals. They show that for an observed
belief sequence to be consistent with Bayesian rationality in such a setting, the prior must
fall in the convex hull of the set of posteriors conditional on different signals.2 In contrast, in
this paper the econometrician cannot rule out the possibility that decision-makers observe
private signals between the two periods. I show that then a violation of absolute continuity
is the only obstruction to rationalizing an observed belief sequence.

This paper also contributes to the extensive theoretical literature that considers devia-
tions from rational expectations. This literature canbe roughly divided into two strands. The
first strand, such as Esponda and Pouzo (2016, 2021), maintains the assumption of Bayesian

2Also related is Bohren and Hauser (2021), which considers a setting similar to Shmaya and Yariv (2016)
and studies the implications of Bayesian rationality in conjunction with requirements such as introspection-
proofness.
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updating but admits the possibility that agents hold misspecified priors.3 The second
strand of the literature studies the implications of non-Bayesianmodels of behavior such as
representativeness and availability heuristics (Tversky and Kahneman, 1974), confirmation
bias (Rabin andSchrag, 1999), anddiagnostic expectations (Bordalo, Gennaioli, andShleifer,
2018).4 Thispaper’s results clarify the relationshipbetween these twostrandsof the literature
by showing that almost any non-Bayesian updating rule is observationally equivalent to
Bayesian updating given amisspecified prior about the DGP.

2 Setup

2.1 The Environment

There are two periods indexed by B = 0, 1 and a fixed payoff-relevant state A that belongs
to the measurable space ((,S). There is a population of ex ante identical decision-makers
(DMs), indexed by 7 , who each choose an action 0∗

7B
∈ � in period B . The DMs’ actions de-

pend on their subjective beliefs about the value of the payoff-relevant state. One can think
of the actions as those that maximize the expected utility given the DMs’ subjective beliefs
and a von Neumann-Morgenstern utility function—but the setup is general enough to ac-
commodate other interpretations. I let a∗

7B
∈ Δ( denote 7 ’s time-B belief about the value of

the payoff-relevant state. The DMs may observe informative signals about the value of the
payoff-relevant state between any two periods. This would lead them to revise their beliefs
in light of the new information.

The secondactor is an econometricianwho is interested in testing thehypothesis that the
DMs are Bayesian. The econometrician knows what is described in the previous paragraph
but does not know anything about the signals observed by the DMs between subsequent
periods (if any). He observes the panel data {(0∗

70, 0
∗
71)}7=1,...,< , consisting of the actions of a

sample of size < of DMs in periods B = 0, 1. He wants to devise a test that would allow him
to reject the hypothesis that the DMs use Bayes’ rule to update their beliefs between the two
periods.

The econometrician’s task is challenging for a number of reasons. First, the econome-
trician’s data might be a poor approximation to the true population distribution of actions
due to sampling errors or correlated signals. Second, Bayesian rationality is a restriction on

3SeealsoBohren (2016), Fudenberg, Romanyuk, andStrack (2017), Frick, Iijima, and Ishii (2020), Fudenberg,
Lanzani, and Strack (2021), and the references therein.

4See Epstein, Noor, and Sandroni (2010),Molavi, Tahbaz-Salehi, and Jadbabaie (2018), andCripps (2018) for
other examples of non-Bayesian updating rules.
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the evolution of theDMs’ beliefs, but the econometrician only observes their actions, and he
may not be able to recover the beliefs by observing the actions.

While important in practice, these issues are not particularly interesting for the purpose
of this paper; neither are they unique to the problemof characterizing the empirical content
of the theory of Bayesian rationality. I instead consider an ideal setting in which the econo-
metrician has exceptionally rich data which allow him to overcome these challenges.

2.2 An Ideal Setting

I make three assumptions to allow the econometrician to overcome the challenges just
discussed. First, I assume that the mapping from a DM’s belief about the payoff-relevant
state,a∗

7B
, to her action, 0∗

7B
, is invertible and known by the econometrician. This assumption

is equivalent to the assumption that the econometrician directly observes the DMs’ beliefs
about the payoff-relevant state. It allows me to abstract away from the question of whether
preferences and beliefs can be identified separately.

Second, I assume that the signals realized between the two periods are independent and
identically distributed across the DMs. This assumption implies that {(0∗

70, 0
∗
71)}7=1,...,< is a

representative sample drawn from the true population distribution of the DMs’ actions.
Finally, I assume that < is large enough for the sampling error to be negligible. This as-

sumption, together with the second assumption above, implies that the empirical distri-
bution of actions well approximates the true population distribution from which the DMs’
actions are drawn.

Note that these assumptions all make it easier for the econometrician to reject the DMs’
Bayesian rationality. They only strengthen thenegative results: if the econometrician cannot
rule out the possibility that theDMs are Bayesian under these unrealistically strong assump-
tions, then a fortiori, hewill not be able to rule out their Bayesian rationality inmore realistic
settings where these assumptions are violated.

Focusing on this ideal setting simplifies the econometrician’s problem significantly. I can
use theassumptionof large< and i.i.d. signals to replace theDMswitha single representative
DMwith random beliefs. Since the DMs are ex ante identical, the prior of the representative
DM is drawn from a degenerate distribution with unit mass at some a∗0 ∈ Δ( . On the other
hand, the DMsmay observe different realizations of the signal between periods 0 and 1, and
so, may end up with different posteriors. I let % ∗1 ∈ Δ(Δ() denote the distribution of the
representative DM’s posterior. The assumption that the mapping from beliefs to actions is
invertible and known to the econometrician implies that the econometrician can compute
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(
a∗0, %

∗
1
) by observing the DM’s actions. Henceforth, I refer to the representative DM simply

as the DM.

2.3 TheMain Result

The econometrician’s question is then which pairs (
a∗0, %

∗
1
) , consisting of the DM’s prior and

the probability distribution of her posterior about the payoff-relevant state, are consistent
with Bayesian rationality. The paper’smain result establishes that any such pair that satisfies
the following condition is consistent with Bayesian rationality:

Condition AC. For any a∗1 in the support of % ∗1 , the probability distribution a∗1 is absolutely
continuous with respect toa∗0 with an essentially bounded Radon–Nikodym derivative.5

This is a weak condition. It reduces to absolute continuity if ( is a finite set. It is easy
to see that absolute continuity is often necessary for (

a∗0, %
∗
1
) to be consistent with Bayesian

rationality: if the prior of a Bayesian agent assigns zero probability to an event, her posterior
must also assign zero probability to the event—regardless of the set of signals, the agent’s
belief about the distribution of the signals, and the true DGP.6 More surprisingly, absolute
continuity is sufficient for the observed pair (

a∗0, %
∗
1
) to be consistent with Bayesian rational-

ity:

Theorem 1. Suppose the pair
(
a∗0, %

∗
1
)
of observations, consisting of the representative DM’s

prior and the distribution of her posterior, satisfies Condition AC. Then it is consistent with
Bayesian rationality.

Condition AC thus encompasses the entire empirical content of the hypothesis of
Bayesian rationality. Absent additional a priori restrictions onwhat constitutes a reasonable
model for theDMor the signals she observes, anybelief sequence that satisfiesConditionAC
is consistent with the DM’s Bayesian rationality. Note that Condition AC is only a restriction
on the support of the distribution of posteriors, % ∗1 , and not on the probabilities of observing
different posteriors in the support of % ∗1 . In contrast, rational expectations is a much tighter
restriction on % ∗1 , requiring posteriors to average out to the prior, i.e.,a∗0 =

∫
a1% ∗1 (3a1).

5The Radon–Nikodym derivative 5 ≡ 3a∗1/3a∗0 is essentially bounded if there exists a constant 2 < ∞ and a
set (̂ ∈ S witha∗0 ((̂) = 1 such that 5 (A ) ≤ 2 for all A ∈ (̂ .6To be precise, the absolute continuity condition is necessary for Bayesian rationality only when the agent’s
prior assigns positive probability to any signal that is realized with positive probability under the true DGP.
In histories where the agent observes a signal that she had assumed to have zero probability, Bayes’ rule
is inapplicable and Bayesian posteriors are unrestricted. This is why I say that absolute continuity is often
necessary.
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In Section 4, I introduce the notation needed to formally define what it means for (
a∗0,

% ∗1
) to be consistent with Bayesian rationality. There, I also discuss some generalizations

and limitations of the result. But first, it is useful to illustrate the result in the context of an
example.

3 A Simple Example

The payoff-relevant state takes values in the set ( = {� , !}. The DM’s observed prior about
the payoff-relevant state is uniform over ( . The observed distribution of the posterior, % ∗1 , is
as follows: with a one-quarter probability, the DM’s belief that the state is � goes up to 0.8;
with the complementary probability, the DM becomes certain that the state is� .

Should the observation of this belief sequence lead the econometrician to conclude that
theDM is not Bayesian? The answermay seem to be yes at first. After all, this belief sequence
does not constitute amartingale with respect to theDGP that generates the signals observed
by the DM: the DM always becomes more confident in period B = 1 that� is the true state.
But themartingale test ofBayesian rationality requires theDM’sbelief tobeamartingaleonly
with respect to her subjective belief about the DGP (and not the true DGP).

The observed pair (a∗0, % ∗1 ) is indeed consistent with the DM’s Bayesian rationality. This
conclusion follows Theorem 1 by noting that a∗0 has full support over ( , and so, the pair (a∗0,
% ∗1 ) satisfies Condition AC. I illustrate how (a∗0, % ∗1 ) can be rationalized by specifying the set
of signals, the DM’s belief about the DGP, and the true DGP in such a way that the belief se-
quence of a Bayesian agentmatches the observed prior and distribution of posteriors about
the payoff-relevant state.

Since theDM’sposterior takeson twovalues, there are at least two signals that are realized
with positive probability under the true DGP. The observation of one signal, call it signal 0.8,
moves the DM’s posterior belief that the state is� to 0.8. The observation of another signal,
call it signal 1.0, moves the DM’s posterior belief in state � to 1.0. The DM’s belief about
the DGP can be represented by a distribution over tuples (A ,a), consisting of the value of the
payoff-relevant state, A , and the signal, a , observed by the DM between the two periods. Let
`0 denote the DM’s prior over the (A ,a) pairs.

The distribution `0 needs to satisfy a number of requirements for it to rationalize the
observed prior a∗0 and posterior distribution % ∗1 . First, the DM must assign positive proba-
bilities to signals a = 0.8 and a = 1.0 for Bayes’ rule to be applicable after the observation of
those signals. Second, the DM’s posterior conditional on the observation of signals a = 0.8
and a = 1.0 must be consistent with her observed posteriors; i.e., `0(� |a = 0.8) = 0.8
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and `0(� |a = 1.0) = 1.0. Third, `0 must be consistent with the observed prior a∗0; i.e.,
`0(� ) = a∗0 (� ) = 0.5.

One needs to also specify what the DM believes about the probabilities of observing sig-
nals other than 0.8 and 1.0. I start by assuming that the DM believes the signal can only take
values a = 0.8 and a = 1.0. This assumption constrains `0 to satisfy `0({(A ,a) : a ∈ {0.8,
1.0}}) = 1. This constraint, together with the requirements previously discussed and the fact
that`0(A ,a) ≥ 0 for any (A ,a), yields amixed systemof equalities and inequalities for the four
unknown probabilities `0(� , 0.8), `0(!, 0.8), `0(� , 1.0), and `0(!, 1.0):

`0(� , 0.8) + `0(!, 0.8) > 0, (1)
`0(� , 1.0) + `0(!, 1.0) > 0, (2)

`0(� , 0.8)
`0(� , 0.8) + `0(!, 0.8)

= 0.8, (3)
`0(� , 1.0)

`0(� , 1.0) + `0(!, 1.0)
= 1.0, (4)

`0(� , 0.8), `0(!, 0.8), `0(� , 1.0), `0(!, 1.0) ≥ 0, (5)
`0(� , 0.8) + `0(� , 1.0) = 0.5, (6)
`0(!, 0.8) + `0(!, 1.0) = 0.5. (7)

It is easy to verify that this system does not have a solution.
Thus, for theobservedbelief sequence to arise fromBayesianupdatingby aDM, shemust

believe in the possibility that the signal takes values outside the set {0.8, 1.0}. With slight
abuse of notation, I let a = 	 denote the event that the signal takes a value outside the set
{0.8, 1.0}. Constraints (6) and (7) then have to bemodified as follows:

`0(� , 0.8) + `0(� , 1.0) + `0(� , 	) = 0.5, (8)
`0(!, 0.8) + `0(!, 1.0) + `0(� , 	) = 0.5. (9)

The remaining requirements (1)–(5) remain intact. However, `0 must now additionally sat-
isfy the two non-negativity requirements:

`0(� , 	), `0(!, 	) ≥ 0. (10)

Equations (1)–(5) and (8)–(10) constitute amixed systemof equalities and inequalities for the
six unknownprobabilities`0(� , 0.8),`0(!, 0.8),`0(� , 1.0),`0(!, 1.0),`0(� , 	), and`0(!, 	).
That the DM’s observed pair (a∗0, % ∗1 ) satisfies Condition AC is sufficient to ensure that this
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system has a solution. One such solution is as follows:

0.8 1.0 	

� 0.25 0.25 0

! 0.0625 0 0.4375

It only remains to specify the trueDGP. Let[ denote the objective distribution over the set
Ω ≡ {� , !} × {0.8, 1.0, 	}. The DM’s posterior belief that the payoff-relevant state is� equals
0.8 if and only if she observes signal 0.8, and such a posterior is observedwith probability 1/4
in the econometrician’s target distribution. Therefore, signal 0.8 must have 1/4 probability
given the trueDGP; i.e.,[ (0.8) = 1/4. Likewise, itmust be that[ (1.0) = 3/4. Theobjectivedis-
tribution is otherwise unrestricted. The following distributions satisfies all the requirements
on[:

0.8 1.0 	

� 0.125 0.375 0

! 0.125 0.375 0
Note that the objective distribution coincides with the DM’s subjective prior about the

distribution of the payoff-relevant state. The econometrician can thus rationalize the ob-
served sequenceofbeliefswithout requiring theDMtoholdaprior about thepayoff-relevant
state thatdisagreeswith the truedistribution; theDMonlyneeds toholdamisspecifiedbelief
about the DGP. This is a general feature of the construction used in the proof of the main
theorem.

Conversely, one can rationalize the observed (a∗0, % ∗1 ) pair only if the DM has a misspec-
ified belief about the DGP. If the DM were to hold a correctly specified belief, the subjective
distribution `0 would have to agree with the objective distribution [ on the probabilities of
different signals. But then the systems of equalities and inequalities that determine`0 and[
would have no solution for `0 and[.

It is crucial for Theorem 1 that the econometrician does not know the state space Ω that
capturesall the subjectiveuncertainty facedby theDMandcannotelicit theDM’sbeliefsover
Ω. I finish this section by illustrating this point in the context of the example. Suppose the
econometrician had a priori knowledge that Ω = ( = {� , !} and could elicit the DM’s prior
belief overΩ. Then the DM’s information structure could take one of two forms: it would be
either generated by the partition F1 = {{� , !}} or the partition F1 = {{� }, {!}}. In the former
case, the DM’s posterior would necessarily coincide with her prior; in the latter case, her
posterior would either be a1(� ) = 1 or a1(� ) = 0. That is, only three values for the posterior
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would be consistent with Bayesian rationality. Proposition 1 extends this observation to a
general if and only if result.

4 Tests of Bayesian Rationality

In this section, I generalize the insights of the example discussed in the previous section
by characterizing the testable implications of Bayesian rationality. The main challenge is to
formally express what it means for a decision-maker to be subjectively rational when there
is a true underlying data-generating process that determines the signals observed by the
DM. I start by introducing a framework that combines elements of subjective and objective
probabilities: the econometrician is interested in testing the hypothesis that the DM has
an internally consistent subjective probability system but can only use samples drawn from
an objective distribution. I then formally state the question of whether a belief sequence is
consistent with Bayesian rationality.

4.1 Technical Assumptions

I maintain the following standard technical assumptions throughout the remainder of the
paper. Every set - is assumed to be a complete separablemetric space that is endowed with
its corresponding Borel sigma-algebra X. The set of probability distributions over (- ,X) is
denoted by Δ- and is endowed with the topology of weak convergence and the correspond-
ing Borel sigma-algebra, which I denote by B(Δ- ). Finally, I assume that the DM’s observed
prior, a∗0, is a probability distribution over ((,S) and the observed distribution of the DM’s
posterior, % ∗1 , is a probability distribution over (Δ(,B(Δ()).

4.2 Formalism

The underlying uncertainty faced by the DM can be captured by a measure space. Let (Ω,
F ) be an abstract measurable space that captures all the uncertainty faced by the DM. Each
l ∈ Ω is a complete description of all the variables that could potentially affect the DM’s
decisions. It includes, at a minimum, the value of the payoff-relevant state A , but it also
includes the description of any signals that might be observed by the DM between the two
periods. I refer to l as the state of the world to contrast it with A , the payoff-relevant state.7 I

7While the set Ω is chosen by the econometrician to rationalize his observations, the set of payoff-relevant
states is fixed and known to him. The set ( thus can be thought of as the largest slice ofΩ over which the DM’s
beliefs can be elicited by the econometrician (either directly or indirectly).
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let S(l) ∈ ( denote the value of the payoff-relevant state when the state of the world is given
by l, with S : Ω→ ( ameasurable mapping.

The DM’s information can be represented by sigma-algebras F0 ⊆ F1 ⊆ F . The sigma-
algebra FB captures the DM’s information in period B—the DM’s posteriors (and actions)
in period B are measurable with respect to FB . I assume without loss of generality that F0
is the trivial sigma-algebra. Therefore, F1 represents the information content of the signal
observed by the DM between periods 0 and 1.

I refer to the tuple (Ω,F ,F1,S) as the DM’s probabilistic model of the world, or simply
her model. The DM’s model of the world is not known to the econometrician. Rather, the
econometrician can get clues about the DM’s model by observing her belief sequence over
the set of payoff-relevant variables ( . He attempts to rationalize the observed sequence of
DM’s beliefs over ( by postulating amodel for theDMgivenwhich theDM’s beliefs over ( are
Bayesian.

I let the probability distribution `0 : F → [0, 1] denote the DM’s prior about the state of
the world. The probability distribution `0 captures the DM’s belief both about the payoff-
relevant state and about the distribution of the signal. The DM’s induced subjective prior
about thepayoff-relevant state is givenby theprobabilitydistributiona0 : S → [0, 1], defined
as

a0(�) ≡ `0
(
S−1(�)

)
(11)

for any arbitrary event � ∈ S.8

TheDM is Bayesian if her posterior about the state of theworld is obtained fromher prior
by conditioning on the sigma-algebra F1. This requirement can be stated formally using the
concept of regular conditional probability. A mapping `1 : Ω × F → [0, 1] is a subfield
regular conditional probability for (Ω,F , `0) given F1 if (i) the mapping l ↦→ `1(l,�) is F1-
measurable for all � ∈ F , (ii) `1(l, ·) is a probability distribution over (Ω,F ) for every l ∈ Ω,
and (iii)

`0(� ∩ � ) =
∫
�

`1(l,�)`0(3l) (12)

for any� ∈ F and � ∈ F1.9 The notion of regular conditional probability is the natural gener-
alizationof theelementarynotionof conditionalprobability toprobabilitydistributionswith
uncountable supports. Condition (i) is themeasurability requirement: theposteriorsneed to
be the same conditional on any two states that are indistinguishable given F1. Condition (ii)
is the requirement that posteriors are well-defined probability distributions. And condition

8The probability measurea0 is known as the pushforwardmeasure.
9For a proof of the existence of a regular conditional probability when the underlying space is Polish, see

Faden (1985).
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(iii) is the appropriate statement of Bayes’ rule for distributions with uncountable supports.
It is the internal consistency requirement that underpins any test of Bayesian updating.

The consistency condition (12) is not directly verifiable by the econometrician. The
econometrician only observes the DM’s prior and posterior over ( , but Bayesian rationality
requires the DM’s prior and posterior to satisfy the consistency requirement (12) over Ω—
and ( is in general only a slice of Ω.10 Yet equation (12) induces a consistency requirement
for the DM’s belief over ( . More specifically, the regular conditional probability `1 and the
random variable S : Ω → ( define a regular conditional probability a1 : Ω × S → [0, 1] as
follows: for any l ∈ Ω and � ∈ S,

a1(l,�) ≡ `1
(
l,S−1(�)

)
. (13)

Intuitively,a1(l,�) is theDM’s posterior belief that the payoff-relevant state belongs to set�
conditional on the event that the realized state of the world is l.

While the DM’s prior is a subjective probability distribution, the distribution of her pos-
terior depends on the objective distribution of the signals she observes. Given a model (Ω,
F ,F1,S) and a prior `0 for the DM, equation (13) defines the DM’s posterior belief about the
value of the payoff-relevant state. This is a random variable whose realization depends on
the signal observed by the DM. Therefore, the distribution of the DM’s posterior depends on
the objective distribution from which her signal is drawn. I let ℙ ∈ ΔΩ denote the objective
probability distribution that determines the distribution of the signal observed by the DM.
Given (Ω,F ,F1,S),`0, andℙ, theDM’sposterior about thepayoff-relevant state isdistributed
according to the probability distribution %1 ∈ Δ(Δ(), defined as

%1(�1) ≡ ℙ ({l ∈ Ω : a1(l, ·) ∈ �1}) (14)

for any �1 ∈ B(Δ(), wherea1 is the regular conditional probability defined in (13).

4.3 Tests of Bayesian Rationality

I can now use the notation introduced in the previous subsection to formally state what it
means for the DM’s belief sequence to be consistent with Bayesian rationality.

Definition 1. Apair (
a∗0, %

∗
1
) of observations consisting of theDM’s prior and the distribution

of her posterior about the payoff-relevant state is consistentwith Bayesian rationality given a
model (Ω,F ,F1,S), a subjective prior`0, and an objective distributionℙ ifa0 = a∗0 and% = % ∗,
wherea0 is defined in (11) and %1 is defined in (14).

10Refer to footnote 7 for a discussion of the conceptual difference between ( andΩ.
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The definition considers one extreme case where the econometrician has a priori knowl-
edge about every aspect of the environment: the state space (specifying, amongother things,
the set of signals), the DM’s prior on the entire state space, and the true DGP. Given this
knowledge, the only distribution of posteriors that is consistent with the DM’s Bayesian ra-
tionality and her subjective prior is the one defined in (14). I next consider the other extreme
where the econometrician does not have any a priori knowledge about the environment.

Definition 2. A pair (
a∗0, %

∗
1
) of observations consisting of the DM’s prior and the distribu-

tion of her posterior is consistent with Bayesian rationality if it is consistent with Bayesian
rationality given somemodel (Ω,F ,F1,S), subjective prior `0, and objective distribution ℙ.

The definition does not confound Bayesian rationality with other restrictions on what
constitutes an objectively reasonable model of the world. The econometrician rejects the
DM’s Bayesian rationality in the sense of Definition 2 only if there is no internally consis-
tent model for the DM that rationalizes the observed prior and posterior distribution. This
definition is used to state this paper’s central question:

Question 1. Which pairs (
a∗0, %

∗
1
) of priors and posterior distributions are consistent with the

DM’s Bayesian rationality?

The question formalizes an intuitive scenario. The econometrician observes the prior
a∗0 and distribution % ∗1 of posteriors but has no a priori knowledge of the DM’s model, her
prior, or the true DGP. He chooses the tuple (Ω,F ,F1,S, `0,ℙ) in an attempt to explain his
observation as resulting from Bayesian updating by a DMwithmodel (Ω,F ,F1,S) and prior
`0 and given a true DGP described by ℙ. If he is unable to find a tuple (Ω,F ,F1,S, `0,ℙ) that
explains his observation, he concludes that the DM is not Bayesian. Theorem 1 establishes
that he can rationalize any observation that satisfies Condition AC.

The proof of the theorem is constructive. The econometrician constructs a large enough
state spaceΩ, an objective distributionℙ, and a subjective belief `0 for the DMunder which
the DM’s prior about the probability of the payoff-relevant state A coincides with a∗0 and the
distribution of her Bayesian posterior about A coincides with % ∗1 . The construction requires
the econometrician to postulate an objective probability distribution that is in general dif-
ferent from the subjective prior held by the agent.

But the econometrician observes the DM’s prior belief about the payoff-relevant state.
Can requiring the objective distribution to respect the observed prior of the DM restrict the
set of observations that are consistent with Bayesian rationality? The next theorem shows
that the answer to this question is negative. The econometrician can rationalize any obser-
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vation that satisfiesConditionACusing an objective distributionwhich agreeswith theDM’s
prior about the distribution of the payoff-relevant state.

Before stating the theorem, I formally define what it means for an objective distribution
ℙ to agree with the DM’s prior about the payoff-relevant state. Recall that (Ω,F ) denotes the
set of states of theworld andS is the randomvariable that determines the value of thepayoff-
relevant state as a function of the state of the world. Given (Ω,F ) and S, the distribution of
the payoff-relevant state implied by the objective distribution ℙ is given by

[0(�) ≡ ℙ
(
S−1(�)

)
(15)

for any arbitrary event � ∈ S.

Definition 3. Given (Ω,F ,S), the objective distribution ℙ agrees with the subjective prior a∗0
about the distribution of the payoff-relevant state if[0 = a∗0, where[0 is defined in (15).

The next theorem is a generalization of Theorem 1. It establishes that requiring agree-
mentwith the subjective prior does not put any restrictions above and beyondCondition AC
on the set of observations that are consistent with Bayesian rationality.

Theorem2. Suppose the pair
(
a∗0, %

∗
1
)
of observations, consisting of theDM’s prior and the dis-

tributionof her posterior, satisfiesConditionAC. Then it is consistentwithBayesian rationality
given an objective probability ℙ that agrees with the subjective prior a∗0 on the distribution of
the payoff-relevant state.

The theoremhasa strikingconsequence. Bayesian rationalitydoesnot imposeanymean-
ingful restrictionon thedistributionofposteriors even if theDM’sobservedprior agreeswith
the objective distribution of the payoff-relevant state. Even if the econometrician observes
theDM’s prior belief over the set ( and even under the assumption that theDMhas a correct
prior over ( , there is no restriction on the DM’s Bayesian posterior other than absolute con-
tinuity. Note that the set ( can be arbitrarily large—the econometrician may elicit the DM’s
beliefs about the probabilities of an arbitrarily large set of events. And yet, there is almost no
distribution of posteriors that cannot be made a martingale with respect to the DM’s prior
over ( by choosing a sufficiently largeΩ.

Intuitively, if the econometrician only observes the dynamics of the DM’s belief about
the variables that belong to ( , then there is always a richer state space Ω that encodes more
complex models of the world such that the observed belief dynamic over ( is rational given
some subjective prior over Ω. The next result further refines Theorem 2 by establishing that
the DM’s model can be chosen independently of the observation (

a∗0, %
∗
1
) , which the econo-

metrician is attempting to rationalize.
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Theorem3. Given a set of payoff-relevant states ((,S), there exists amodel (Ω,F ,F1,S) for the
DM such that any pair

(
a∗0, %

∗
1
)
satisfying Condition AC is consistent with Bayesian rationality

given (Ω,F ,F1,S, `0,ℙ) for some subjective prior `0 and objective distribution ℙ.

The results presented so far cast doubts on the possibility of deciding whether decision-
makers are Bayesian in non-experimental settings. In such settings, an econometricianmay
be able to impute theDM’sbeliefs over some set( . But there is no guarantee that any such set
( captures all the uncertainty that the DM believes to be relevant to what she thinks about
A ∈ ( . In particular, given any set ( such that the DM’s belief on ( can be elicited by the
econometrician, itmaybe thecase that the relevantuncertainty (fromthepointof viewof the
DM) is captured by a larger setΩ. The theorems then show that, for any such set ( (capturing
all that the econometrician can learn about the DM’s beliefs), he can postulate a larger setΩ
(capturingall theuncertainty that is relevant to theDM)such that almost anybelief sequence
over ( can be rationalized by fine-tuning the DM’s beliefs overΩ.

Meanwhile, in experimental settings where the econometrician controls the DM’s ob-
servations, he can elicit her belief over a set ( that can be plausibly assumed to be large
enough to capture all the uncertainty that is relevant to the DM’s decisions. In other words,
in experimental settings the setΩ can be taken to be fixed and known to the econometrician.
Moreover, the econometrician can elicit the beliefs over the entire set Ω (so that ( coincides
withΩ). Then there are relatively tight restrictions on thebelief sequences that are consistent
with Bayesian rationality. These restrictions are spelled out in the following proposition for
the case where ( is finite anda∗0 has full support.11

Proposition 1. Suppose (Ω,F ) = ((,S) and S = idΩ, where ( is a finite set. Given a prior a∗0
with full support and a distribution of posteriors % ∗1 , there exists some F1, `0, and ℙ such that(
a∗0, %

∗
1
)
is consistent with Bayesian rationality given (Ω,F ,F1,S, `0,ℙ) if and only if

(i) suppa ∩ supp â = ∅ for any distincta, â ∈ supp% ∗1 ;

(ii) a ((̂) = a∗0 ((̂ | suppa) for any (̂ ∈ S and anya ∈ supp% ∗1 .

The proposition clarifies the scope and logic of Theorems 1–3. The theorems rely on the
assumption that the econometrician does not have any a priori knowledge about the DM’s
model of the world. He is thus free to postulate a model and a prior for the DM and a true
DGP that jointly rationalize his observations. Proposition 1 shows how knowing the DM’s
model and observing what she believes about the DGP tie the econometrician’s hand.

11The extensions to the cases where ( is not finite or a∗0 does not have full support are straightforward. But
such extensions are awkward to state since they require care when dealing with zero probability events. I do
not pursue those extensions here for the sake of exposition.
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5 Concluding Remarks

The paper’s main result is that the only testable prediction of Bayesian rationality is the ab-
solute continuity of the posterior with respect to the prior for any prior-posterior pair that is
realized with positive probability. The paper also shows that this negative conclusion can be
overturned if the beliefs about the DGP itself can be elicited.

I conclude by discussing two modifications of the setup studied in the paper, which do
not overturn the negative results. Suppose first that the DM’s actions or beliefs are observed
over a horizon that is longer than two periods. Theorems 1–3 trivially generalize to such a
setting: as long as the econometrician does not have any a priori knowledge of the true DGP
and does not observe the DM’s subjective beliefs about the DGP, the only observations that
are not consistent with Bayesian rationality are those that violate absolute continuity.

A perhaps more interesting modification of the setup of the paper is to assume that the
econometrician observes some—but not all—of the signals observed by the DM and knows
the conditional distributions of the observed signals. It remains the case that absolute con-
tinuity is the only testable prediction of Bayesian rationality. As long as the econometrician
cannot rule out the possibility that the DM observes private signals unbeknown to him, he
can reject her Bayesian rationality only if he observes a violation of absolute continuity.
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A Proofs

Proof of Theorems 1–3

Since Theorems 1 and 2 are corollaries of Theorem 3, I only prove Theorem 3. Let Ω = ( ×
Δ( × {+,−}, and let F denote the product sigma-algebra. A generic element of Ω is denoted
by (A ,a�), where A is an element of ( , a is a probability distribution over ( , and � ∈ {+,−}. Let
S : Ω→ ( be the canonical projection onto ( , that is, the mapping that maps (A ,a�) to A . Let
F1 be the smallest sub-sigma-algebra of F that makes all sets of the form ( × {a} × {�} for
a ∈ Δ( and � ∈ {+,−} measurable. That is, given the sigma-algebra F1, the DM learns the
realized value ofa� between periods zero and one but learns nothing else about l.

In the remainder of the proof, I fix an observed tuple (a∗0, % ∗1 ) that satisfies Condition AC
and show how it can be rationalized by the appropriate choice of the subjective prior `0 and
the objective distribution ℙ (together with the tuple (Ω,F ,S,F1) chosen above). Note that
while Ω, F , S, and F1 are independent of (a∗0, % ∗1 ), the probability distributions `0 and ℙ do
depend on it. I specify`0 such that theDM’s posterior belief over ( conditional on observing
signala+ is given bya . I then chooseℙ such that the probability of signala+ is consistentwith
the distribution ofa in the observed distribution of posteriors % ∗1 .

I start by constructing the regular conditional probability (rcp) a∗1 : Ω × S → [0, 1] that
represents the DM’s posterior belief about the payoff relevant state A ∈ ( conditional on F1.
First, I fix somea ∈ supp% ∗1 and specifya∗1 (l, ·) for alll of the forml = (A ,a�) with � ∈ {+,−}
and A ∈ ( arbitrary. Sincea is absolutely continuouswith respect toa∗0 byConditionAC, there
exists a Radon–Nikodym derivative 5a ≡ 3a/3a∗0 : ( → ℝ+ such that

a ((̂) =
∫
(̂

5a (A )a∗0 (3A )

for any (̂ ∈ S. Let na = 1/ess supA∈( 5a (A ). Since a∗0 and a are both probability measures,
na ≤ 1. Moreover, by Condition AC, na > 0. With the definition of na in hand, I can specify
a∗1 ((A ,a

�), ·) for � ∈ {+,−} and A ∈ ( . For any (̂ ∈ S and A ∈ ( , leta∗1
(
(A ,a+), (̂

)
= a ((̂). If na = 1,

picka∗1
(
(A ,a−), ·

) to be an arbitrary probability measure over ( ; otherwise, let

a∗1
(
(A ,a−), (̂

)
=

1
1 − na

a∗0 ((̂) −
na

1 − na
a ((̂). (16)

I still have to verify thata∗1
(
(A ,a−), ·

) as defined above is indeed a probabilitymeasure over ( .
In order to see this, first note that a∗1

(
(A ,a−), ·

) is countably additive since both a∗0 and a are
probability measures and thus countably additive. Moreover,

a∗1
(
(A ,a−), (

)
=

1
1 − na

a∗0 (() −
na

1 − na
a (() = 1

1 − na
− na

1 − na
= 1,
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and
a∗1

(
(A ,a−), ∅

)
=

1
1 − na

a∗0 (∅) −
na

1 − na
a (∅) = 0,

wherebothequalities aredue to the fact thata∗0 anda areprobabilitymeasuresover( . Finally,
for any set (̂ ∈ S,

a∗1
(
(A ,a−), (̂

)
=

1
1 − na

(∫
(̂

a∗0 (3A ) − na
∫
(̂

5 (A )a∗0 (3A )
)

≥ 1
1 − na

(∫
(̂

a∗0 (3A ) −
∫
(̂

a∗0 (3A )
)
= 0.

This proves that a∗1
(
(A ,a−), ·

) is a probability distribution over ( . It remains to specify a∗1
(
(A ,

a�), ·
) for a ∉ supp% ∗1 , � ∈ {+,−}, and A ∈ ( . I simply set a∗1

(
(A ,a�), ·

)
= a∗0 (·), indicating that

the DM’s posterior equals her prior when she observes a signal a� with a ∉ supp% ∗1 . This
completes the description of a∗1. Note that, by construction, the mapping l ↦→ a∗1 (l,�) is
F1-measurable for any � ∈ S, as is required fora∗1 to be a rcp.

I can now construct the probability distribution `0 : F → [0, 1] that represents the DM’s
prior. Let _ denote an arbitrary probability distribution overΔ( , and for anymeasurable sets
(̂ ⊆ ( and Δ̂( ⊆ Δ( , let

`0((̂ × Δ̂( × {+}) ≡
∫
Δ̂(
a∗1 (a

+, (̂)na_(3a),

`0((̂ × Δ̂( × {−}) ≡
∫
Δ̂(
a∗1 (a

−, (̂) (1 − na )_(3a),

where a∗1 is as in the previous paragraph and I am using the shorthand notation a∗1 (a+, (̂) ≡
a∗1

(
(A ,a+), (̂

) anda∗1 (a−, (̂) ≡ a∗1 ((A ,a−), (̂ ) .
I complete the construction by specifying the true probability distribution ℙ over Ω. Let

ℙ be the probability measure supported on ( × supp% ∗1 × {+} defined as ℙ((̂ × Δ̂( × {+}) =
a∗0 ((̂)%

∗
1 (Δ̂() for any measurable sets (̂ ⊆ ( and Δ̂( ⊆ Δ( . That is, according to ℙ, only states

in ( × supp% ∗1 × {+} have positive probability, the probability that the DMobserves signala+

is given by the frequency of posterior a in the target distribution % ∗1 , and the objective prob-
ability distribution ℙ agrees with the DM’s observed prior a∗1 over the set of payoff-relevant
variables ( . This completes the construction.

To complete the proof, I need to show that a0 = a∗0 and that a1 is distributed according
to % ∗1 given the objective prior ℙ, where a0 and a1 are defined in equations (11) and (13),
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respectively. By the law of total probability, for any set (̂ ∈ S,

a0((̂) = `0(S−1((̂))

= `0((̂ × Δ( × {+}) + `0((̂ × Δ( × {−})

=

∫
supp% ∗1

(
a∗1 (a

+, (̂)na + a∗1 (a
−, (̂) (1 − na )

)
_(3a) +

∫
Δ(\supp% ∗1

a∗0 ((̂)_(3a)

=

∫
Δ(
a∗0 ((̂)_(3a) = a

∗
0 ((̂),

where in the third equality I am using the fact thata∗1 (a�, (̂) = a∗0 ((̂) for alla ∉ supp% ∗1 and in
the fourth equality I am using (16) and the fact that a∗1 (a+, (̂) = a ((̂) = a∗0 ((̂) for any set (̂ ∈ S
whenever na = 1.

I next characterize the subfield rcp, `1, for (Ω,F , `0) given F1, defined in (12). I do so by
guessing some `1 and verifying that my guess is indeed the subfield rcp. For any l = (A ,
a�) ∈ Ω andmeasurable sets (̂ ⊆ ( and Δ̂( ⊆ Δ( , let

`1
(
(A ,a�), (̂ × Δ̂( × {+}

)
≡ a∗1 (a

�, (̂)1{a ∈ Δ̂(}1{� = +},

`1
(
(A ,a�), (̂ × Δ̂( × {−}

)
≡ a∗1 (a

�, (̂)1{a ∈ Δ̂(}1{� = −}.

Since the sigma algebra F is generated by the sets of the form (̂ × Δ̂( × {�} for � ∈ {+,−}, the
above equations uniquely determine the probabilitymeasure`1(l, ·) over (Ω,F ). Moreover,
since themapping l ↦→ a∗1 (l,�) is F1-measurable for any � ∈ S, the mapping l ↦→ `1(l,�)
is also F1-measurable for any � ∈ F . Thus, to show that `1 is the subfield rcp for (Ω,F , `0)
given F1, I only need to show that it satisfies (12). Since F is generated by sets of the form
(̂ × Δ̂( × {�} for � ∈ {+,−} and F1 is generated by sets of the form ( × Δ̂( × {�} for � ∈ {+,−}, I
only need to check (12) for sets� of the form� = (̃×Δ̃(×{̃�} and� of the form� = (×Δ̂(×{̂�}.
If �̂ ≠ �̃, then both sides of (12) are trivially zero. So I assume that �̂ = �̃. I only present the
argument for the case �̂ = �̃ = +; the case �̂ = �̃ = − is similar. By construction,∫

�

`1(l,�)`0(3l) =
∫
(×Δ̂(×{+}

a∗1 (a
�, (̃)1{a ∈ Δ̃(}1{� = +}`0(3A × 3a × 3�)

=

∫
(×(Δ̂(∩Δ̃()×{+}

a∗1 (a
+, (̃)`0(3A × 3a × 3�)

=

∫
Δ̂(∩Δ̃(

a∗1 (a
+, (̃)a∗1 (a

+, ()na_(3a)

=

∫
Δ̂(∩Δ̃(

a∗1 (a
+, (̃)na_(3a)

= `0
(
(̃ × (Δ̂( ∩ Δ̃() × {+}

)
= `0(� ∩ � ),

where the first equality is by the definition of `1, the third and fifth equalities are by the
definition of `0, and the fourth equality is using the fact thata∗1 (l,() = 1 for all l ∈ Ω.
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Finally, I show that a1 = a∗1 and %1 = % ∗1 , where a1 is defined as in equation (13) and %1 is
defined as in equation (14). That a1 = a∗1 trivially follows the definition of `1. On the other
hand, under the objective prior ℙ, slices ( × {a+} are distributed according to % ∗1 (a) while
( × Δ( × {−} has zero probability. Therefore, %1 as defined in (14) is equal to the observed
distribution of posteriors % ∗1 . The proof is complete once I argue that ℙ(S−1((̂)) = a∗0 ((̂) for
all sets (̂ ∈ S. But this is trivially true by construction.

�

Proof of Proposition 1

The “if” direction. Let ( (a) ∈ S = F denote the support ofa ∈ supp% ∗1 , and let (2 (a) denote
its complement. Define

P =

{
( (a) : a ∈ supp% ∗1

}
∪


⋂

a∈supp% ∗1

(2 (a)
 .

Since suppa ∩ supp â = ∅ for any distinct a, â ∈ supp% ∗1 by condition (i) of the proposition,
P is a partition ofΩ. Let F1 ⊆ F denote the sigma-algebra overΩ = ( generated byP, let`0 =
a∗0 ∈ Δ( = ΔΩ, and let ℙ be any probability measure overΩ = ( that satisfies ℙ(( (a)) = % ∗1 (a)
for alla ∈ supp% ∗1 . By construction, a0 = `0 ◦ S−1 = `0 = a∗0.

I next show that %1 = % ∗1 , where %1 is defined in equation (14). Note that `1(l, ·) is a
probability distribution over (Ω,F ) for any l ∈ Ω; it takes value `0(·|Ω̂) whenever the state
of the world l belongs to cell Ω̂ of partition P. Therefore, since S is the identity mapping,
a1 as defined in equation (13) takes value `0(·|Ω̂) = a0(·|Ω̂) = a∗0 (·|Ω̂) whenever l belongs to
Ω̂. Recall that ( (a) = suppa and a∗0 (·| suppa) = a (·) by condition (ii) of the proposition.
Hence, a1 takes value a whenever l ∈ ( (a). Finally, note that by construction ( (a) has
probability % ∗1 (a) according to the objective probability measure ℙ. Therefore, a1 is equal
toa with probability % ∗1 (a) and so %1 = % ∗1 .

The“only if”direction. I first show (ii). SinceΩ = ( is afinite set and`0 = `0◦S−1 = a0 = a∗0
has full support over Ω, for any F1 there exists a partition P = {Ω9 : 9 ∈  } of Ω such that
`1(l, ·) takes value `0(·|Ω̂) ∈ Δ( = ΔΩ whenever the state of the world l belongs to cell Ω̂
of P. Therefore, a1(l, ·) = `1(l,S−1(·)) = `1(l, ·) only takes values in the set {`0(·|Ω9 ) : 9 ∈
 }. Moreover, using the assumption that `0 has full support over Ω and Bayes’ rule, I can
conclude that supp`0(·|Ω9 ) = Ω9 for all 9 ∈  . On the other hand, `0 = `0 ◦ S−1 = a0 = a∗0.
Therefore, for any realization a of a1, as defined in (13), and any set (̂ ∈ S, we have that
a ((̂) = a∗0 ((̂ | suppa). Noting that, whenℙ is the objective prior,a1 is distributed according to
%1, defined in (14), and that % ∗1 = %1 completes the proof of (ii).
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I show (i) by contradiction. Toward a contradiction, suppose that there exist distinct a,
â ∈ supp% ∗1 such that suppa ∩ supp â = (0 ≠ ∅. Note that the supports of a and â cannot
be equal because otherwise by (ii) a and â are not distinct. Let ( (a) = suppa \ (0 and let
( (â) = supp â \(0. Since suppa ≠ supp â , at least one of( (a) and( (â) is non-empty. Without
loss of generality, assume that ( (a) ≠ ∅. Since % ∗1 = %1, where %1 is defined in (14), a and â
are also realizations of`0(S−1(·) |F1) = `0(·|F1). Therefore, suppa and supp â aremeasurable
with respect to F1, and so are (0, ( (a), and ( (â) since they are intersections of measurable
sets. Therefore,

`0(S−1((0) |F1) = `0((0 |F1) = 1{l ∈ (0} ∈ {0, 1}. (17)

In other words, the agent learns whether the state belongs to set (0 given the information
revealed by F1 in between periods 0 and 1. On the other hand, since (i) ( is a finite set, (ii)
neither of (0 and ( (a) is empty, and (iii) suppa = (0 ∪ ( (a), we have thata ((0) ∈ (0, 1). Thus,
equation (17) implies thata cannot be a realization of %1, contradicting the assumption that
a ∈ supp% ∗1 = %1. �
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